
The EURO 2000 SR is a vertical moulder to be placed 
on a wheeled stand or on an intermediate proofer 
BRP.

The use of a moulder allows the sheeting and 
shaping of the dough for making baguettes, large and 
small long breads. This device replaces the manual 
moulding, in order to save time.
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Technical data

EURO 2000 SR

Electrical supply 400V / TRI+T / 50-60Hz

Power (kW) 0,55

Rated current (A) 2,3

Baguette 250g or dough pieces 350g output per hour 1450

Bread 400g output per hour 1100

Minimum dough pieces weight (g) 70

Maximum dough pieces weight (g) 1200

Hopper infeed 

Belt infeed (stainless steel model only) €

Control on the left and the right side 

Control on the right side 

Control on the left side 

Mechanical control 

Stainless steel housing €

Packing (WidthxDepthxHeight) 990 x 1140 x 1130 mm
Gross weight 213 kg

 standard      free option € paying option

 A reinforced conception and a selection of even more sturdy materials for a 
polyvalent and intensive use.



Dimensions
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EURO 2000 SR

Minimum stainless steel stand height (mm) 840

Maximum stainless steel stand height (mm) 1040

Epoxy paint stand height (mm) 880

Maximum overall width (mm) 960

Maximum overall depth (mm) 816

Maximum overall height (mm) 713

Options
- Stainless steel stand (adjustable height/not retractable or fixed height, retractable)
- Epoxy paint stand (fixed height)
- Outfeed belt 2m, epoxy paint
- Outfeed belt 2m stainless steel (TE20) independent or with stands on bread plant (adjustable height/not retractable)
- Outfeed belt 2,5m stainless steel (TE25) independent or with stands on bread plant  (adjustable height/not retractable)
- Outfeed belt 3m stainless steel  (TE30) independent or with stands on bread plant  (adjustable height/not 
retractable)

+ The structure is composed of 2 stainless steel frames linked by metallic braces.

+ The sheeting unit consists of 2 plastic cylinders (food grade), fixed on tight ball bearings and of a 3rd 
cylinder enabling the approach of the dough piece.

+ The adjustment of the spacing to the elongation is provided by a system of links and joints, and a control 
lever. 

+ Every rotating parts are mounted on sealed ball bearings. 

+ The motorization of the mechanical part is assured by a motor, protected by a thermal circuit-breaker.

+ The scrapers (food grade) are easily removable, they permanently clean the cylinders.

+ The dough pieces enter easily into the moulder thanks to a centralizing spout. 

+ The articulated spout (stainless steel) protects the operator. 

+ An extractable drawer covered with felt, receives the moulded pieces coming out of the machine. 
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